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FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITORS 
Greetings Rotarians and Guests! 

  
HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY TO ALL OF YOU!!! 
       15 AUGUST is always a date which we all wait so eagerly for. How can we forget the freedom struggle and our freedom fighters 
who laid down their lives!!! To commemorate this special day, we at Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front have attempted to work 
towards making this special issue. 
       Probably here there is hardly anyone who woke up on the mid night of 15th August 1947 to hear India’s tryst with destiny. We 
are born in an independent country and hence probably understand very little about insult of being governed by a foreign power. 
However, whenever we are away from the country, we observe that non-resident Indians celebrating Independence Day with more 
vigour than people celebrate in the country itself. Probably it is the feeling of an identity as Indians which is behind such emotions. 
       Each Rotary year the Rotary International President pins a "motto" for the Rotary year. There have been many great ones, some 
short and some long, yet all that sum up the vision of Rotary. 
       Every Rotarian should have a role to play in the multitude activities of Rotary. It is by engaging and immersing oneself in 
programs and projects along with fellow Rotarians that a bond of fellowship and camaraderie will develop. When every Rotarian 
shares the passion, goal and culture of Rotary, the change envisioned will automatically follow. 
       Visioning for leadership may be defined as the process of forming a mental image in order to set goals, make plans, and solve 
problems that guide the organization into the future. Thus, it is the first step in goal-setting. While mission statements guide the 
organization in its day-to-day operations, visions provide a sense of direction for the long term — the means to the future. Visions 
are quite often the simple part, with the hard part being the execution—turning the vision into reality. A popular saying, "If you can 
dream it, you can do it".   
      But first, you must hold the dream and remain focused on what is desired. Rotary provides many Rotarians the means to 
accomplish their dreams. It begins with only one Rotarian with a vision, and who then shares his or her vision with another Rotarian, 
who presents it at a Board of Directors meeting with specific needs and goals, and then the vision begins to become reality. Rotarians 
often find a particular program which becomes a passion. It may be to create a literacy program, build a library. build a home, assist 
in medical treatment, providing clean water etc.   
      As you learn more about Rotary perhaps you, too, will discover a passion for helping others.  It may be supporting our Rotary 
Foundation in general or designating funds for a specific program.  Let us know if you have a vision for our club. 
  
Once again, Independence Day Wishes to you all!  
 
Yours in Rotary, 
 
 RTN HASSAN MAYET & RTN SWETAL DESAI 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY GREETINGS TO ALL OF YOU 

    

   

Independence Day: After being ruled by the 
British for years, India finally gained its hard-
fought independence on August 15, 1947. “At 
the stroke of the midnight hour, when the 
world sleeps, India will awake to life and 
freedom,” Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime 
Minister of Independent India said on the 
night of August 15, 1947. Later, to 
commemorate the occasion, the Indian 
National Flag was hoisted above the Lahori 
Gate of Red Fort in Delhi, a gesture that 
became regular subsequently.  
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HAPPY INDEPENDENCE DAY 
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On the eve of Independence Day, the President of India addresses the 
nation by delivering “Address to the Nation”. And on the next day 
on 15th of August, the current Prime Minister hosts the Indian Flag at 
Red Fort, Delhi. The Prime Minister in his speech highlights the 
important events of the past year & plans for the coming year. He pays 
tribute to the leaders who lost their lives during the Indian 
Independence Movement. The ceremony is followed by the national 
anthem “Jana Gana Mana”, The Indian Armed Forces and 
Parliamentary forces continue the event by their march past. Like 
every year, this year also Independence Day will be celebrated on 15 
August. 2021 Independence Day will be the 74th Independence Day of 
India. This significant day will mark the day when India received 
freedom from the 250 years of British rule.  
Today we all are here to acknowledge our privilege of being born in a 
Free India and celebrate the 75th Independence Day of our country. 

We need to ask those born before 1947, to know the pangs of anguish of being enslaved under a colonial rule. For every 

Indian in those days, it was indeed a Herculean task to fight against those powerful giants - the British. Those difficult times 

and struggles must not be allowed to fade away from our memories. Hence, every Independence Day, we not only celebrate 

our freedom, but we also pay tribute to the ones who fought for it, to the ones who held a vision for our country, and to the 

ones who sacrificed themselves for the same. 

 

The idea of being an independent nation, where sovereign power lies with us to determine our future, places a huge 

responsibility on our shoulders. The significance of its beautiful story is that this nation has gained respect from the world for 

the democratic route chosen by it. We can proudly say that India has never invaded any country in its 10000 years of history. 

 

On this occasion, our thoughts turn first to Mahatma Gandhi, the man behind our struggle for freedom and the martyrs who 

made the supreme sacrifice for our country's liberty. We are also reminded of the relentless struggle of our great patriots who 

liberated our motherland from colonial rule. 

 

 

https://wishesandquotes.com/independence-day-celebration-speech-in-english-for-students-teacher/
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Pandit J Nehru delivering his speech, Tryst with Destiny, on the 
eve of India’s First Independence Day 

The Historic Speech from the rampart of Red Fort which has now 
become a tradition for all Prime Minister’s 15 August Speech 

Independence Day, in India, national holiday celebrated annually on August 15. Independence Day marks the end of British rule in 1947 and the 
establishment of a free and independent Indian nation. It also marks the anniversary of the partition of the subcontinent into two countries, India 
and Pakistan, which occurred at midnight on August 14–15, 1947. (In Pakistan, Independence Day is celebrated on August 14.) 
 

British rule in India began in 1757 when, following the British victory at the Battle of Plassey, the English East India Company began exercising control 
over the country. The East India Company ruled India for 100 years, until it was replaced by direct British rule (often referred to as the British raj) in the 
wake of the Indian Mutiny in 1857–58. The Indian independence movement began during World War I and was led by Mohandas K. Gandhi, who 
advocated for a peaceful and nonviolent end to British rule. 
 

Independence Day is marked throughout India with flag-raising ceremonies, drills, and the singing of the Indian national anthem. Additionally, various 
cultural programs are made available in the state capitals. After the prime minister participates in the flag-raising ceremony at the Red Fort historic 
monument in Old Delhi, a parade ensues with members of the armed forces and police. The Prime Minister then delivers a televised address to the 
country, recounting the major accomplishments of India during the previous year and outlining future challenges and goals. Kite flying has also become 
an Independence Day tradition, with kites of various sizes, shapes, and colours filling the sky. Also, to commemorate the day, government offices in New 
Delhi remain lit throughout the holiday, even though they are closed. 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY 15 AUGUST 1947 

  

  
India remains one of the most ethnically diverse countries in the world. Apart from its many religions and sects, India is home to innumerable castes 
and tribes, as well as to more than a dozen major and hundreds of minor linguistic groups from several language families unrelated to one another. 
Religious minorities, including Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, and Jains, still account for a significant proportion of the population; collectively, 
their numbers exceed the populations of all countries except China. Earnest attempts have been made to instill a spirit of nationhood in so varied a 
population, but tensions between neighbouring groups have remained and at times have resulted in outbreaks of violence. Yet social legislation has 
done much to alleviate the disabilities previously suffered by formerly “untouchable” castes, tribal populations, women, and other traditionally 
disadvantaged segments of society. At independence, India was blessed with several leaders of world stature, most notably Mohandas (Mahatma) 
Gandhi and Jawaharlal Nehru, who were able to galvanize the masses at home and bring prestige to India abroad. The country has played an 
increasing role in global affairs.  
Contemporary India’s increasing physical prosperity and cultural dynamism—despite continued domestic challenges and economic inequality—are seen 
in its well-developed infrastructure and a highly diversified industrial base, in its pool of scientific and engineering personnel (one of the largest in the world), 
in the pace of its agricultural expansion, and in its rich and vibrant cultural exports of music, literature, and cinema. 
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ROTARY INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT – RTN SHEKHAR MEHTA MESSAGE   - AUGUST 2021 

As we focus on membership in Rotary this month, I ask you to help make history this year. For more than 20 years, our 
membership has stood at 1.2 million. Rotary is a vibrant organization with a 116-year history, members in more than 
220 countries and geographic areas, and a rich legacy of work in polio eradication and other humanitarian programs. 
Rotary has changed so much in our own lives and the lives of others. As we Serve to Change Lives, don’t you think 
Rotary could have an even greater impact on the world if more people were practicing Service Above Self? 
 
My vision is to increase Rotary membership to 1.3 million by July 2022, and the call to action is simple: Each One, Bring 
One. This year, I want every Rotarian and Rotaractor to introduce a new person into their club. 
 
We are a membership organization, and members are our greatest asset. You are the ones who contribute so 
generously to The Rotary Foundation. You are the ones who dream big to bring good into the world through meaningful 
projects. And of course, you are the ones who have put the world on the brink of eradicating polio. 
 
As we make membership a priority this year, let us focus on diversity by reaching out to younger people and especially 
to women. Every club should celebrate its new members, and every Rotarian who sponsors a member will be personally 
recognized by me. And those who are successful in bringing in 25 or more members will be part of our new Membership 
Society. 
 
Even as we share the gift of Rotary with others, let us be sure to engage these new members, because an engaged 
Rotarian is an asset forever. And remember that engaging our current members and keeping them in our clubs is just 
as important as bringing in newcomers. Let us also be ready to form new clubs, especially flexible ones. I am very bullish 
on clubs that hold virtual or hybrid meetings, and satellite clubs and cause-based clubs can also be very effective ways 
of growing Rotary. 
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As you grow more, you will be able to do more. Let us keep empowering girls through our work in each of the areas 
of focus. Scholarships for girls, toilets in schools, health and hygiene education — there is so much we can do. 
Projects focused on the environment are also attracting interest the world over. Do participate in these projects 
locally and internationally to make this world a better place for us and for all species. 
 
Each of you is a Rotary brand ambassador, and all of the wonderful work done by Rotarians around the world needs 
to be shared outside the Rotary community. Use social media to tell your friends, colleagues, and relatives the stories 
of Service Above Self. 
 
Finally, I’m challenging every club, during the coming year, to plan at least one Rotary Day of Service that will bring 
together volunteers from inside and outside Rotary and will celebrate and showcase the work of your club in your 
community. Visit rotary.org to find out more about all of these initiatives, along with other ways to Serve to Change 
Lives. 
 
 
 
Shekhar Mehta 
Rotary International President, 2021-22 
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  MESSAGE FROM ROTARY CLUB OF CHIKHLI RIVER FRONT PRESIDENT 2021-22  

 

AUGUST 2021 MESSAGE  
To my Rotarian Friends, and Friends of Rotary,  

              Beginning the New Rotary year with thanking all fellow Rotarians of my club for bestowing their 

belief in me to lead, as the 3rd President of our Club for Rotary Year 2021-22.  I am so proud to be a 

Rotarian! So proud to be connected to such a positive force for good in the world. So proud to be the 

President of this wonderful and prestigious Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front. I have always wanted to 

help others. Connecting with Rotary has enabled me to do just that.  

 I extend my Heartiest Congratulations to IPP Rtn Hassan Mayet and his team on successful completion 

of Rotary Year 2020-21 and taking the club to greater heights in spite of the Pandemic lockdown 

constraints, I consider the work and services rendered by our club under his leadership as one of the 

most remarkable 

achievement which will inspire me to work even better with two of our Past Presidents supports, co-operations and guidances.                 

              The dedicated & passionate team of Directors and Members are my pillar of strength. We will endeavour to explore new 

avenues of opportunities in serving our communities. In this journey with my team, following the “Rotary’s Ethical guide - the Four 

Way Test”, we will create all possibilities to “SERVE TO CHANGE LIVES”, aligning with Rotary Theme of this year. 

          Friendship, bonding within Members & fellowship will be the top most priority to make the club one big family, where each 

member has the sense of involvement and togetherness. In this first message to you, my fellow members, I pledge that I start this 

journey seeking blessings, support and co-operation from all of you.  This year, let us challenge ourselves to do more such projects 

and programs that have national reach and impact. This year, let us Serve to Change Lives. 

           Reminiscing my installation night, I ended my speech with a thought: ‘Let the miracle happen!’ I announced my dream to 

introduce an ambulance service which will be launched by Diwali, but the Miracle Happened! Within one week, we accumulated 

the fund through our generous donors and we inaugurated this Ambulance Service to commemorate Kargil Vijay Diwas.  

           I was overwhelmed that we celebrated Kargil Day with three events which will be in the coming pages. Hats off to you for 

your support, service, fellowship and friendship. 

           Soon we shall acquire Cancer-Detection-on-Wheels, which will be an ultimate test for all of us and with Almighty’s infinite 

mercies and blessings and support from all of you we shall prove that we can do it and shall do it with success and dedication. 

Thank You Everyone!!! 

 

RTN NARESH PATEL 

RCCRF President 2021-22 
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In 1932, Rotarian Herbert J. Taylor 
created The Four-Way Test. The Four-
Way Test is a nonpartisan and non-
sectarian ethical guide for Rotarians 
to use for their personal and 
professional relationships. The test 
has been translated into more than 
100 languages, and Rotarians recite it 
at club meetings: The test, asks the 
following questions: Of the things we 
think, say or do Is it the TRUTH? Is it 
FAIR to all concerned? Will it build 
GOODWILL and BETTER FRIENDSHIPS? 
Will it be BENEFICIAL to all concerned? 

 
 

What is a rotary minute? 
Rotary Minute is a monthly video series that 
features Rotarians around the world. sharing 
their thoughts about topics that interest them. 

What is the object of Rotary? 
The Object of Rotary is to encourage and foster 
the ideal of service as a basis of worthy 
enterprise and, in particular, to encourage and 
foster: FIRST. The development of 
acquaintance as an opportunity for service; 
SECOND. 
 

What do Rotary clubs do? 
“Rotary is an organization of 
business and professional person 
united worldwide who provide 
humanitarian service, encourage 
high ethical standards in all 
vocations and help build goodwill 
and peace in the world.” Some 
Rotary clubs use the official 
Rotary flag as a banner at club 
meetings. 
 

What is a Junior Rotarian? 

The Jr. Rotarian program is 
where Rotary clubs host students 
from local schools to provide 
networking opportunities and 
career discussions with 
Rotarians. It is where a lot of 
students have their first 
introduction with Rotary. 
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ALL ABOUT ROTARY  

What does it mean to be a Rotary member? 
Becoming a Rotary member connects you with a diverse group of professionals who share your drive to give back. Through regular 
meetings and events, you’ll: Discuss your community’s needs and develop creative ways to meet them. Connect with other leaders who are 
changing the world. 

What is the motto of the Rotary Club? 
Service Above Self 

What does a Rotary club president do? 
As president, you lead and motivate your club, ensuring that club members feel valuable, inspired, and connected to each other. 

How did Rotary Club start? 
Rotary started with the vision of one man — Paul Harris. The Chicago attorney formed the Rotary Club of Chicago on 23 February 1905, so 
professionals with diverse backgrounds could exchange ideas and form meaningful, lifelong friendships. Over time, Rotary’s reach and 
vision gradually extended to humanitarian service. 

Does Rotary have a seat at the United Nations? 
This network consists of Rotary International representatives to the United Nations and other organizations. Rotary Day at the United 
Nations each year celebrates the organizations’ shared vision for peace and highlights the critical humanitarian activities that Rotary and the 
United Nations lead around the world. 

How many countries were in the United Nations? 
193 member states 

How many members formed the first Rotary Club? 
The first four Rotarians: Gustavus Loehr, Silvester Schiele, Hiram Shorey, and Paul Harris. Originally formed for fellowship, the first Rotary 
club quickly evolved to use the talents and resources of its members to serve the community. By the end of 1905, the Rotary Club of 
Chicago had 30 members. 

When was rotary founded? 
February 23, 1905, Chicago, Illinois, United States 

How many Rotary districts are there in the world? 
The Rotary International president-elect appoints Trustees to four-year terms. There are over 35,000 Rotary clubs grouped into about 530 
districts. These districts are organized into 34 regional zones. 
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Where was the first Rotary Club? 
Chicago, Illinois, United States 

How does Rotary connect the world? 
Rotary is built on connections. Rotary International provides a way to connect to our communities, to network professionally, and to build 
strong and lasting relationships. Our membership connects us to a global community through our countless projects and programs. 

What is an honorary member of Rotary? 
Honorary membership is used to recognize people who have distinguished themselves by meritorious service and embody Rotary ideals, or 
those considered friends of Rotary for their support of Rotary’s causes. 

How often do Rotary clubs meet? 
Rotary clubs must meet regularly, at least twice a month. They can meet more frequently if they like. 

 

7 Areas of Focus 
The Rotary Foundation Trustees and Rotary International 
Board of Directors have both unanimously approved adding 
a new area of focus: supporting the environment.   
  

Supporting the environment becomes Rotary's seventh area 
of focus, categories of service activities supported by global 
grants. 
  

It joins peacebuilding and conflict prevention; disease 
prevention and treatment; water, sanitation, and hygiene; 
maternal and child health; basic education and literacy; and 
community economic development. 

OUR MOTTO – SERVICE ABOVE SELF 
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SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS  26 JULY 2021 

  
BLOOD DONATION CAMP ON KARGIL DAY 
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SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

  
BLOOD DONATION CAMP ON KARGIL DAY 
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SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

  
BLOOD DONATION CAMP ON KARGIL DAY 
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SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

     
BLOOD DONATION CAMP ON KARGIL DAY 

   
 

     

TO COMMEMORATE KARGIL VIJAY 

DIWAS, RCCRF HAS ORGANISED 

BLOOD DONATION CAMPS EVERY 

YEAR 
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SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

   
COMPENSATION TO COVID VICTIMS BEREAVED FAMILIES 
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

    
COMPENSATION TO COVID VICTIMS BEREAVED FAMILIES BEING GIVEN Rs 10,000/- EACH WITH THE 

AUSPICIOUS HAND OF OUR BELOVED ELDER NATUKAKA PATEL OF TIGRA  

             
WE ALL EXTEND OUR SINCERE GRATITUDES TO ALL THE MEMBERS OF PATHWAY TO PROGRESS INC. USA 
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

     
COMPENSATION OF Rs 10,000/- GIVEN TO COVID VICTIMS BEREAVED FAMILIES THROUGH OUR DIGNATARIES  

        
ROTARY MOTTO: SERVICE ABOVE SELF  
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

     
COMPENSATION OF Rs 10,000/- GIVEN TO COVID VICTIMS BEREAVED FAMILIES THROUGH OUR DIGNATARIES  

        
Giving, the key to success, fulfillment, prosperity and a life of prosperity.  
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

      
COMPENSATION OF Rs 10,000/- GIVEN TO COVID VICTIMS BEREAVED FAMILIES THROUGH OUR DIGNATARIES  

        
”We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”  
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

      
COMPENSATION OF Rs 10,000/- GIVEN TO COVID VICTIMS BEREAVED FAMILIES THROUGH OUR DIGNATARIES  

      
“No one has ever become poor by giving.” 
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 
26 July 2021 has been One of the Greatest Day in the History of Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front.  
We all at Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front, celebrated "Kargil Victory Day" by Dedicating  

• Free Ambulance (worth ₹11,50,000) to the society thanks to Sheela Bipin Patel, Khajurdi, USA, Nitaben 
Pankajbhai Patel, USA, Alipore SocialWelfareTrust, Niraj Naik and Tribhavan Patel.  

• We also helped 135 families of Chikhli Taluka who had lost earning member of family by donating 10,000 
(₹13,50,000) to each thanks to Pathway to Progress USA  

• Blood Donation CampS we have collected 107 units of blood AT Chikhli and at Masjid Hall, Chasa  
MLA Nareshbhai Patel and Navsari District Panchayat President Bhikhubhai Aahir graced the occasion. 
We also thanks Chasa Muslim Welfare Trust and Saurashtra Kadva Patidar Samaj for there kind support.  

GIVING 

Giving, the key to success, fulfilment, prosperity and a life of prosperity.  
The world needs more people who go into the world and give their all to aid in the betterment of society. People 
need to stand up and start adding value to other people’s lives by being of service and living selflessly.  

• ”We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”- Winston Churchill 

• “Giving opens the way for receiving.”- Florence Scovel Shinn 

• “When you learn, teach. When you get, give.”- Maya Angelou 

• “It’s not how much we give, but how much love we put into giving.”- Mother Teresa 

• “There are those who give with joy, and that joy is their reward.” -Khalil Gibran 

• “Happiness doesn’t result from what we get, but from what we give.”- Ben Carson 

• “To do more for the world than the world does for you – that is success.”- Henry Ford 

• “He who serves the most, reaps the most.” - Jim Rohn 

• “Remember that the happiest people are not those getting more, but those giving more.” - Robin Sharma 

“A kind gesture can reach a wound that only compassion can heal.” 
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

 
INAUGURATION OF ROTARY’s AMBULANCE SERVICE 
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

   
Free Ambulance (worth ₹11,50,000) service for the society, thanks to Sheela Bipin Patel, Khajurdi, USA, 

 Nitaben Pankajbhai Patel, USA, Alipore Social WelfareTrust, Niraj Naik and Tribhavan Patel. 
ROTARY PRESIDENT. RTN NARESH PATEL’s INSTALLATION DAY WISH FULFILLED …THANK YOU 
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RCCRF KARGIL DAY IN NEWS 
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – KARGIL VIJAY DIWAS CELEBRATIONS 26 JULY 2021 

   

Kargil Victory Day  
26 July 2021 

THREE MEGA EVENTS 
1) Compensation for Covid 
Victim Families  
Each bereaved family will be given Rs 
10,000/- due to Covid -19 deaths during 
the second wave of Corona Pandemic 
which made lives difficult and had taken 
away their family member all of a 
sudden. 
2)  Blood Donation Camp 
107 UNITS OF BLOOD DONATED 

3)  Inauguration of Rotary Free 
Ambulance Service
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       SERVICE PROJECTS – BARRICADES DONATED TO THE CHIKHLI POLICE 
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       FOOD PROVISION PROVIDED FOR THE HOSTEL CHILDREN AT MOTHER THERESA HIGH SCHOOL KALIYARI 

   
Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front has taken up the responsibility of providing food grains to Mother Teresa 
Madhyamik Vidhyalay, Kaliyari, Chikhli for 40 hostel students for 6 months and aid them with food grains  

worth ₹ 1,00,000. 
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RCCRF- SUPPORTING THE ENVIRONMENT – GROWNING TREES 

                    

PLANTING OF 250 TREES ALONG THE STATE HIGHWAY - KHERGAM CHIKHLI ROAD 

    
Environment is getting destroyed. In the world of industrialisation and urbanisation, nature is not getting taken care of. We planted 

250 trees at dividers on Chikhli-Khergam Road along with our members of Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front so that the balance can be maintained 
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WHEEL CHAIR GIVEN TO A PARALYTIC BENEFICIARY IN MAJIGAM CHIKHLI 
 

 
 

 

AUGUST 3, 2021  
Today, Rotary Club 

of Chikhli River 
Front donated a 

Wheel-Chair with 
Commode to 

Physically-
Challenged  

Paralytic 
Beneficiary 

Ilyasbhai F Khalifa 
of Majigam through 

Rtn. Kalpeshbhai 
Desai of Hond 

Village. 
 

Many physically 
disabled persons don’t 
have the resources to 

buy the wheelchair that 
is appropriate for their 

needs. There are a 
number of ways you 
can help those who 

have a need for 
wheelchairs. 

Our purpose is to give 
hope, freedom, and 

renewed dignity 
through the gift of a 
wheelchair and to 

provide the 
transforming gift of 

mobility to people with 
disabilities. 

 
 

https://www.karmanhealthcare.com/the-beautiful-idea-behind-replacing-the-word-disabled-with-differently-abled-in-our-vocabularies/
https://www.karmanhealthcare.com/product/lt-980/
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Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front ….. IN PAST THREE (3) YEARS 

રોટરી ક્લબ ઓફ ચીખલી રરવર ફ્રન્ટે છેલ્લા 3 વર્ષમાાં કરેલી કેટલીક મખુ્ય પ્રવતૃ્તિઓ: 

તમારી પાસે આ વાસ્તત્તવકતા બનાવવાની શક્ક્ત છે. 

 રોટરી ક્લબ ઓફ ચીખલી રરવર ફ્રન્ટે છેલ્લા 3 વર્ષમાાં કરેલી કેટલીક મખુ્ય પ્રવતૃ્તિઓ: 

 1) અમે કોરોના રોગચાળા દરત્તમયાન કટોકટીમાાં રહલેા લોકોને મફત તબીબી સાંભાળ 

આપી 
 2) અમે અનેક ફ્રી આઇ કેમ્પ અને સર્જીકલ ઓપરેશનનુાં આયોર્જન કર્ુું હત ુાં 
  3) અમે રક્તદાન ત્તશબબરોનુાં આયોર્જન કર્ુું 
 4) અમે મફત એમ્્ર્લુન્સ સેવાઓ પ્રદાન કરીએ છીએ 

 5) અમે મફત અક્ષરયાન પ્રદાન કરીએ છીએ 

 6) અમે ર્જરૂરરયાતમાંદોને મફત અનાર્જ અને કરરયાણાનુાં દાન કરીએ છીએ 

 7) અમે શાળાઓમાાં બેન્ચ અને લેબોરેટરી ઉપકરણોનુાં દાન કર્ુું 
 8) અમે લગભગ 100 કેન્રોને ઓક્ક્સર્જન ર્જનરેટર આપ્યા 
 9) અમે 2 ડાયાબલત્તસસ મશીનો ઇન્્ટોલ કયાષ છે અને થોડા મરહનામાાં 6 વધ ુઇન્્ટોલ કરીશુાં 
 10) અમે 2 નવા PSA ઓક્ક્સર્જન ગેસ પ્લાન્્સને સહ-પ્રાયોજર્જત કયાષ છે 

 11) અમે અલીપોર હોક્્પટલમાાં 2 નવા વેન્ન્ટલેટર લગાવ્યા 
 12) અમે શારીરરક-ત્તવકલાાંગોને વ્હીલ ચેરનુાં દાન કર્ુું 
 13) અમે 2 વર્ષથી 500 વકૃ્ષો અને છોડની જાળવણી કરી રહ્યા છીએ 

 14) અમે આધતુ્તનક સીવણ મશીનો ્થાત્તપત કયાષ છે અને ગોલવાડ, ચીખલીમાાં મરહલા 
સશક્ક્તકરણ કેન્રના ખચષને જાળવી રહ્યા છીએ 

 15) અમે અલીપોર હોક્્પટલમાાં 4 દુરા બલક્ક્વડ ઓક્ક્સર્જન ત્તસબલન્ડરો લગાવ્યા 
16) અમે ્તન કેન્સરની વહલેી તપાસ માટે iBreastExam કેમ્પનુાં આયોર્જન કરીએ છીએ 

17) અમે ચીખલી પોલીસ ્ટેશનને 10 બેરરકેડ દાનમાાં આપ્યા છે. 

18) અમે માનવ જ્યોત જાળવીએ છીએ - માનવતાની દીવાલ- ચીખલીમાાં નેકી કી 
દીવાર જ્યાાં કોઈ પણ છાર્જલીઓ પર અત્તનચ્છનીય અથવા વધારાની વ્તઓુ મકૂી શકે 

છે અને કોઈ પણ છાર્જલીઓમાાંથી કાંઈપણ લઈ શકે છે 

 19) અમે ્તન કેન્સરની વહલેી તપાસ માટે iBreastExam કેમ્પનુાં આયોર્જન કરીએ 

છીએ 

20) અમે કાબલયારી ગામમાાં ્કૂલ હો્ટેલ માટે બાથ ટોયલેટ ્લોક્સ બનાવી રહ્યા છીએ 
 21) ટૂાંક સમયમાાં આવી રહ્ુાં છે: વ્હીલ્સ પર મોબાઇલ કેન્સર રડટેક્શન ર્તુ્તનટ 

 ) ટૂાંક સમયમાાં ગ્લોબલ ગ્રાન્ટ રોટરી ક્લબ ઓફ ચીખલી રરવર ફ્રન્ટ દ્વારા ર્જય અંબ ે

હોક્્પટલ છાપરડા ખાત ેએક નવુાં સીટી ્કેન મશીન લગાવવામાાં આવશે. 

 22) અમે 136 કોત્તવડ -19 શોકગ્ર્ત પરરવારોને 10,000 રૂત્તપયાનુાં વળતર પણ આપ્ર્ુાં છે 

 23) કોરોના વોરરયસષનુાં સન્માન 300 અસાંગત કોરોના હીરો (નસો, વોડષ બોયઝ, આયા 
માસી અને એમ્્ર્લુન્સ ડ્રાઈવરો) માટે કરવામાાં આવ્ર્ુાં હત ુાં, દરેક 300 વોરરયસષમાાં 5100 

રૂત્તપયાનો ચેક પ્રોત્સાહન તરીકે અને તેમની સેવાઓ માટે આદર અને સલામ તરીકે 

આપવામાાં આવ્યો હતો. 
24) અમે ત્તવત્તવધ ગામોમાાં અનેક સામાન્ય તબીબી ત્તશબબરોનુાં પણ આયોર્જન કર્ુું 
25) અમે બે આર.ઓ.  ર્જનતા માધ્યત્તમક શાળા ખેરગામ અને ઇટાબલયા હાઇ્કૂલ 

ચીખલી ખાત ેત્તમનરલ વોટર પ્લાન્્સ 
26) અમે ચીખલી નદીના આગળના ભાગની ઘણી વખત સફાઈ કરી હતી અને 

ભત્તવષ્યમાાં નદીના રકનારાના ત્તવ્તારોની જાળવણી અને જાળવણી અને ત્તનયત્તમત 

અંતરે નદીઓન ેસાફ કરવા માટે કામ કરવાનુાં ચાલ ુરાખીશુાં. 
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27) અમે ત્તશયાળા દરત્તમયાન ્વેટર અને ઘણી શાળાઓના બાળકોને રેઇનકોટ ત્તવતરરત 

કયાષ 
28) અમે કોત્તવડ -19 ના બાંને મોજા દરત્તમયાન સરકારી ત્તવભાગની એર્જન્સીઓન ેઅને 

સામાન્ય લોકોને સેંકડો હજારો મા્ક, ગ્લોવ્ઝ, પીપીઈ કીટ, સેત્તનટાઈઝર અને શ્વસન ટયબુનુાં 
ત્તવતરણ કર્ુું હત ુાં. 
 29) અમે આગામી પેઢીને સમદુાયના કલ્યાણ માટે કામ કરવા પ્રોત્સારહત કરવા માટે પે્રરક 

કાયષક્રમોનુાં આયોર્જન કર્ુું છે 

  

 અમે રાજકીય અથવા ધાત્તમિક અથવા વ્યક્ક્તગત એજન્ડા ત્તવના માનવતાવાદી સેવાઓના 
ઘણા વધ ુપ્રોજેક્્સ.  અમે જાત્તત, સાંપ્રદાય, રાંગ, જાત્તત અથવા ધમષને ધ્યાનમાાં લીધા ત્તવના 
લોકોની સેવાઓ અને કલ્યાણ તરફ સખત મહનેત કરવાનુાં વચન આપ્ુાં છે. 

તમારુાં દાન કટોકટી અને સાંઘર્ષમાાં રહલેા સામાન્ય લોકોના જીવનને અસર કરી શકે છે.  

અમારી પાસે તમારા ઉદાર દાન પર કર મકુ્ક્ત માટે 80G પ્રમાણપત્ર છે. 

ચીખલી રરવર ફ્રન્ટ પ્રોજેક્્સના રોટરી ક્લબનુાં દાન કરો અને અમને એક સાથે આગળ 

વધવા દો. 
 હમણાાં ર્જ ઓનલાઈન અમને ડોનેટ કરો : 
 ખાતાનુાં નામ: રોટરી ક્લબ ઓફ ચીખલી રરવર ફ્રન્ટ ફાઉન્ડેશન.  

Account Title: Rotary Club of Chikhli River Front Foundation 

 Account No.  એકાઉન્ટ નાંબર: 281005002090 

 બેંક: ICICI Bank Limited        

શાખા: ચીખલી   Chikhli Branch    

RTGS / NEFT IFSC   કોડ: ICIC0002810. 

 
CHIKHLI COVID CARE CENTRE – RCCRF 50 BEDDED FREE CORONA ISOLATION UNIT 

 
BREAST CANCER EXAMINATION CAMPS 

 

 

WE ALL ROTARY CLUB OF CHIKHLI RIVER FRONT ARE COMMITTED TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY. 

WE RISE BY LIFTING OTHERS!!! 
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SOON COMING – MOBILE CANCER DETECTION UNIT  
A GLOBAL GRANT PROJECT OF ROTARY CLUB OF CHIKHLI RIVER FRONT  

                                                     
DELEGATION VISIT TO JAY AMBE HOSPITAL, CHAPARDA, JUNAGADH 

A Delegation consisting of President Rtn Naresh Patel, 
PP Rtn Swetal Desai, IPP Rtn Hassan Mayet and Rtn 
Tushar Shah paid visit to Jay Ambe Hospital, Chaparda, 
Junagadh with a purpose to donate 4 Dialysis Machines 
and also a CT Scan Machine via Global Grant. The 
Delegation also visited Educational Campus of the Trust 
where High School and Colleges and Hostels are 
managed under the able guidance of Swami 
Muktanandji. The Delegation Team was felicitated by 
the Swamiji himself which was a very memorable 
moments. Our sincere thanks to Rtn. Vipin Patel for this 
visit.  

  

Soon to be a reality!               MOBILE CANCER DETECTION UNIT 

Due to infinite mercies from the Almighty and your prayers, we have received Global 

Grant for Mobile Cancer Detection Vehicle. This Global Grant from Rotary 

Foundation is a novel Grant with more than 20 partners involved. The work for the 

Cancer Vehicle is in progress and within couple of months, we shall be getting the 

delivery of this Mobile Cancer Detection Vehicle and soon the Cancer Detection will 

be operational on-wheels. 

This Mobile Cancer Detection Vehicle will be service in different villages and towns 

and shall bring awareness amongst the population about Cancer and it’s timely and 

proper treatment. 

Our sincere thanks to all those who have helped us for this project and for acquiring 

this Cancer Detection Vehicle. 
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COMMEMORATING OUR INDEPENDENCE DAY – FREE EYE CAMP IN SURAT 

 
THIS PUBLICATION IS FOR PRIVATE CIRCULATION ONLY  

ROTARY CLUB OF CHIKHLI RIVER FRONT  
ALIPORE HOSPITAL CAMPUS, N.H.No. 48, ALIPORE -396409, TALUKA CHIKHLI, DISTRICT NAVSARI, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA 

 


